A multisensor array for visualizing continuous state transitions in biopharmaceutical processes using principal component analysis.
An array of sensors with varying sensitivities, a so-called multisensor array, has been used for monitoring the growth and production states of biopharmaceutical processes. The sensor array produced continuous and characteristic response patterns from the processes due to the differences of the sensors. By analysing these patterns with the multivariate method principal component analysis, the state as well as the change of state of the bioprocesses could be visualized. The sensors used in the array were well-known semiconductor and optical gas sensors and the array was connected in an on-line set-up to the bioreactor's headspace effluent. The sensor array was applied to the monitoring of two recombinant bioprocesses, the production of human growth hormone in Escherichia coli and human factor VIII in Chinese ovary hamster cells. The sensor array could clearly visualize the characteristic transitions during the main growth or production phases of these two bioprocesses.